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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Judy is going bankrupt! 

	 Though she has not mentioned it at all due to fear that Rudy would 
tease and taunt her about it, Judy is starting to go bankrupt. Her and Max’s 
movie business has seen better days, and Judy is scared that she might 
have to sell her house. It would pay the debts, but she would have to move 
into a house more like Rudy’s which is not what Judy wants to do. 


	 Rudy has had some things to say about Judy’s bankruptcy, and is 
gleeful at a new subject to humiliate Judy about. Rudy sent Judy a penny 
with a note, “I know you need it,” which did not help Judy. While most of 
Judy’s sisters are worried for her, Rudy is just taking the opportunity to have 
some more fun. However, Naya has also had some bad things to say on the 
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matter. Just to make the situation worse, she 
commented on Judy’s Flutter account that Rudy 
had gotten some extra funds recently out of 
nowhere. That made Judy mad at Rudy, and she 
stormed to Rudy’s house demanding to get her 
money back. Rudy had gotten some extra funds 
recently, and it was from a sketchy source - she 
had won some money in a gambling den, but 
didn’t want to admit that she still was addicted 
to gambling. However, Judy realized quickly that 
Rudy did not get the funds, because Rudy was 
actually confused when Judy knocked a dent in 
her door. 


	 Naya was targeted next. Judy put a 
strongly worded comment on Naya’s Flutter 
account, with hashtags such as “cheater” and 
“liar.” Judy then bribed Naya’s kittens with 
candy to steal Naya’s wallet for her, but Naya’s 
kittens, learning from their mother, double 
crossed Judy and told Naya what they had been 
asked to do. Each kitten got five dollars, and 
walked away happy with pockets full of money 
and candy. However, Judy wasn’t done with 
Naya yet, and put a flier on Naya’s door that had a picture of a well known 
comic book criminal and a caption that read “beware.” We doubt many cats 
will pay this any mind, but it felt good to Judy. 


	 Max got a loan yesterday, for five 
thousand dollars. This wasn’t the first loan, and 
he and Judy were in a deep hole. One loan had 
turned into two, and then three, and now Max 
owed the bank thirty thousand dollars in loans. 
Lunch gifted Max and Judy some money to 
help, as her bank account is still quite large 
after winning the lottery. Rudy thinks that the 
money was wasted, but then again, this is 
Rudy thinking about Judy. It’s going to be unkind, rude, mean, and 
many other things that mean bad. That’s just how Rudy is. But we, 
too, hope that Judy doesn’t go bankrupt, as of the fact that Judy 
donates us money every month.


	 Subscribe again for more on this problem!
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“I’m happy North 
put parental 
controls on 
Harvey’s bank 
account.” 

 - MAKENNA, WHO KNOWS 
HARVEY WOULD BUY TONS OF 
SUGAR OTHERWISE (HARVEY 
ALREADY DOES, BUT HE’D BUY 
MORE)
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